Family Worksheet for K-2nd grade: Fall at The Battery

NOTE: Remember to print a map and bring it with you on your adventure!
As you move to the different areas of the park, fill in the questions for that area.
Ask a friend or family member for help if you get stuck!

In the Labyrinth
Stay still for a few minutes and notice which animals come to visit. Circle the ones you see, and draw the others you find!

On the Farm
See if you can find one of the small cherry tomatoes that looks like this:

If the farm is open, pick the tomato (just one!) off the vine gently and take a bite out of it.

What do you find inside the tomato?

Please follow social distancing guidelines while in the park, to protect yourself and others.
As winter gets closer, many of the trees in the park let their leaves fall. Worms and other creatures then eat these leaves, turning them into soil that can help the trees grow next year.

*Can you find three leaves with different shapes that fell from trees?* Draw them here:

After you draw your leaves, crush them up to help them turn into soil more quickly! You can sprinkle the pieces of leaf anywhere on one of the grass lawns.

Circle and cross out the images of any pollution that doesn’t belong in the water:

Thank you for visiting! We hope you enjoyed exploring the park. Check out our other seasonal worksheets and more at [www.thebattery.org](http://www.thebattery.org)

Email education@thebattery.org with questions or for list of image sources.